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Members educating across 58 counties in Kansas
“Education, training and information” one of seven cooperative principles
Sunflower’s Members, along with electric cooperatives across the nation, are making
a difference in what tomorrow’s future co-op consumer-members know about energy.
All of Sunflower’s Members offer educational opportunities that include familyfriendly annual meetings, scholarships, safety demonstrations, educational programs,
community engagement events at county fairs, and festivals. By understanding how

energy works and utilizing the educational resources electric co-ops provide, the next
generation will help solve the energy challenges of tomorrow.
Below are examples of unique educational opportunities that are offered by each
Sunflower member:

Lane-Scott
• Dighton Electrathon team
sponsor: an opportunity
for students interested in
engineering, mechanics and
automotive careers to learn new
skills.

Pioneer

Solar energy to become part of generation resource mix

• Safety Fest: a safety-themed
community fair held each
October in conjunction with
Cooperative Month in Ulysses,
Kan.

Wheatland Co-op demonstration saves lives

“Initially I started to panic when I saw the lines had fallen on the combine, but
I remembered what they showed us when they came to our school,” Adam
calmed down and stayed in the cab of his combine, while his father, Bill
Howell, called the Wheatland Electric office for help.
Adam would have been safe waiting in the cab until crews could cut the power.
Unfortunately, when the lines came down, the center phase line had burned
apart, and one end landed on the header starting a fire in the field below him.
Adam was forced to make the decision to get out of the combine and clear the
area. He climbed down to the bottom step of the ladder and jumped with both
feet at the same time to prevent becoming the grounding source for the live
power lines. Once he was on the ground, he bunny hopped away, like he was
taught by Wheatland staff and then instructed his passenger to do the same.
After hopping 20 feet away from the power lines, both were out of the danger
zone.

OUR MEMBER-OWNERS

Landowners Steve Arnold, left, and his wife, Kathleen, visit with Stuart Lowry, president and CEO
of Sunflower and Mid-Kansas, at right, during the groundbreaking event for the Johnson Corner
Solar Project on June 17, 2019, in Johnson City, Kan. Also pictured is Kevin Christy, COO North
America at Lightsource BP.

Prairie Land

• Poster contest: for third graders
within the service territory.
Contest promotes awareness
for electrical safety at home or
school.

Last November, Adam Howell, 19-year-old resident of Syracuse, was trying to
finish what had been a long, drawn-out milo harvest due to the weather. With
the combine getting close to a full load, Adam extended the auger before he
turned around at the end of the field to make his way back to the semi-truck.
With a flash, the auger struck a power pole, breaking it in half and dropping the
three phase lines onto his combine.
Fortunately, Adam remembered the hot line demonstration Wheatland’s
Manager of Safety and Compliance, Quinton Wheeler, had performed at
Syracuse High School.

Celebrating advancements

Western

• Environmental displays: the
household electricity display
demonstrates overloaded circuits,
how house fires can start and
GFCI. The farmyard display
demonstrates possible hazards
with combines, irrigation, power
poles, barn, and grounding plates.

Victory
• The Lightner Community Spirit Scholarship: for students who demonstrate
academic success as well as showing a commitment to bettering their
community.

Eighty-four degrees and bright sunshine, the
perfect weather for Sunflower and Mid-Kansas
to celebrate the groundbreaking of the 20-MW
Johnson Corner Solar Project on June 17,
2019. A 25-year power purchase agreement
was made with Lightsource BP, an independent
power producer that will build, own and operate
the solar facility. The facility will be located
approximately two miles southwest of Johnson
City, Kan., and come on line in early 2020.
U.S. First District Congressman Roger Marshall
and dignitaries from Mid-Kansas, Sunflower,
Lightsource BP, and the National Renewables
Cooperative Organization (NRCO), along with
other guests, attended the event at the Stanton
County 4-H Building in Johnson City.
“The Johnson Corner Solar Project will be
the largest solar project in Kansas, and
that’s definitely something to celebrate,” said
U.S. Rep. Roger MarshalI. “I congratulate
Sunflower, Mid-Kansas, Lightsource BP, and
NRCO on their successful collaboration to
launch this project.”
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The project was announced in February
2018 with an expected completion date in
late 2019. However, in the fourth quarter of
2018, Lightsource BP requested a schedule
extension to allow them to package the
Johnson Corner Solar Project with several
others so they could achieve more favorable
financing terms.

Corey Linville, vice-president of power supply and
delivery at Sunflower, signs a solar panel to
commemorate the JCSP groundbreaking.

The solar project will add another energy
source to Sunflower’s and Mid-Kansas’
generation portfolio that already includes
natural gas, coal, wind, and a small amount
of hydro.
“The solar project is an example of energy
diversification,” said Steve Epperson, MidKansas chairman of the board and Sunflower
board member. “As locally elected boards
of directors, we have a responsibility to
employ the right combination of traditional
and renewable generation resources that
protect both the affordability and reliability of
electricity.”

A merger allows for an even
greater level of integration. . . . 2

Sunflower and Mid-Kansas dignitaries commemorate
the solar project ground breaking at the future site
of the facility: Clare Gustin, vice president member
services & external affairs; Corey Linville, vicepresident power supply & delivery; Wes Campbell,
Sunflower board chairman; Stuart Lowry, president
and CEO; Stephen Epperson, Mid-Kansas board
chairman and Sunflower board member; and Kyle
Nelson, sr. vice-president and COO.
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When you partner with a cooperative, you partner with people you know
Although cooperatives have been electrifying this country for decades,
many people remain in the dark regarding the value of having an electric
co-op as their source of energy. Shining a light on the details helps
illustrate the value of being a member of a cooperative utility.

In August 2018, Sunflower and Mid-Kansas jointly submitted
regulatory filings to the Kansas Corporation Commission (KCC) for
the merger of Mid-Kansas into Sunflower in early 2020. On March 28,
2019, the KCC approved the merger.

Electric cooperatives are focused on serving their members. That
commitment means that electric cooperatives provide their members with
affordable, reliable electricity at the lowest possible cost no matter where
they live—from busy communities to the vast outreaches of the prairie—
and no matter how many miles of line it takes to serve them.
Six rural distribution electric cooperatives formed Sunflower and
Mid-Kansas, which are not-for-profit, cost-of-service generation and
transmission providers, often referred to as G&Ts. Operated on the
cooperative business model, they provide wholesale services to their
members, which are also operated on the not-for-profit business model.
In turn, these utilities (the member-owners) serve their members living in
central and western Kansas.
The cooperative relationship among Sunflower, Mid-Kansas and their
members generates valuable synergies, such as shared infrastructure,
educational opportunities, economic development opportunities, and
mutual aid in time of need. Finding ways to work together helps contain
costs, which is good for everyone, especially consumer-members at the
end of the line.
Cooperatives not only provide electric service to their members, they also
demonstrate the seventh cooperative principle, concern for community, by
supporting the communities in which they serve.
Most importantly, cooperatives are member owned and member governed:
• Cooperatives have members, who are treated like owners rather than
just a customer.
• Cooperatives follow a democratic process to make decisions for their
members. At a cooperative, the members elect a board comprising

fellow co-op members to make decisions that are in the best
interest of the co-op. An investor-owned or commercial utility follows
board governance by its shareholders, and one goal is to increase
shareholder profitability.
• Cooperatives focus on the quality and reliability of the service they
provide to their members versus on making profits for shareholders.
• Cooperatives set electric rates to cover the costs of doing business and
maintaining infrastructure. Revenue beyond what it takes to operate the
co-op are returned to the members in the form of capital credits.
There is no difference between an electron provided by a cooperative
versus an electron produced by an investor-owned utility; the difference is
in the cooperative business model, where the spotlight is on members…
and that makes all the difference.

#pollinatetheprairie

Sunflower participates in campaign

Sisters Riley (5) and Taylen (2) plant seeds they received
from Sunflower Electric for the pollinate the prairie effort.
Riley and Taylen live in Pratt, Kan.

Plans to merge Sunflower,
Mid-Kansas on track

Sunflower, along with sixteen other utilities
and if all employees successfully grow their
around the nation, is participating in
flowers, many pollinators will be supported.
the Electric Power Research Institute’s
In recent years, pollinators, like the Monarch
nationwide effort to promote pollinators. The
Monarch butterfly and honeybee populations and honeybee, have garnered support from
major corporations like Cheerios/General
have been declining since the 1990s
Mills and McDonalds. In their “Bring
and may face endangered species
Back the Bee” campaign, Cheerios
status. Conservation for these
mailed seeds to anyone who
species is being evaluated by
asked for them, while McDonalds
Power the
the U.S. Department of Wildlife
planted flowers that pollinators
Pollinators
and Parks, and the deadline
need in front of restaurant
to determine their status is
locations
and provided beehives,
December 2020.
referred to as McHives, on the roof of
National Pollinator Week (June 18-24),
some restaurants.
created in 2007 by the U.S. Senate, was
“Pollinating species are often overlooked,
designated as a time to address the urgent
but they have a significant impact on
issue of declining pollinator species.
food supply and overall health of the
Sunflower’s efforts include purchasing
environment. If we all do a little, we can help
seeds for employees to plant at their
stabilize the populations of these important
homes and providing seeds to followers on
species,” said Ian Bosmeijer, environmental
social media. Sunflower employees reside
coordinator/water and waste management
throughout central and western Kansas,
at Sunflower.

In 2005, Sunflower formed Mid-Kansas
to acquire the assets of the Kansas
Electric Network of Aquila, Inc.
Although Sunflower and
Mid-Kansas have been
jointly planned and
operated since 2007,
a merger allows for
an even greater level
of integration. Merging
will remove regulatory and
operational duplication—such
as replicate forms and reports—
and a combined, larger utility can
access lower cost debt and better
absorb a fluctuating load that occurs due
to industry and economic pressures.
The merger will not require staffing changes, and though unrelated to
the merger, the average wholesale electric rate of the merged entity will
likely decrease.
Sunflower and Mid-Kansas await approval of a filing with the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) to combine the transmission
zones and transmission formula rates, the first such filing nationwide.

Lane-Scott Co-op names
new general manager

SPOTLIGHT ON
COOPERATIVE CAREERS

A lineman, also called a journeyman
lineman, is a particular type of
electrician. A lineman works on power
lines or at power plants, focusing
on lines and generators used for
electricity distribution.

Journeyman

Being a journeyman lineman is
really a combination of jobs — part
engineer, part project manager,
part equipment operator and part
mechanic.

“ I enjoy working outside and doing what
I love. The more it rains, thunders, blows
and snows, the more valuable our job
becomes. The feeling you get when you
see power restored to the people who
rely on it makes everything worthwhile.”

Being a lineman takes incredible
physical and mental strength.
Working on the line means hauling
gear, pulling thick cable and wire,
and at times, working long hours day
or night. Every day is different, from
challenging jobsites to working in all
types of extreme weather.

Line Technician

– Cody Allen,
Line Technician Apprentice IV,
2nd 6 months

Lane-Scott Electric Cooperative
has announced the appointment
of Richard McLeon as the new
general manager. He assumed
responsibilities on June 1, 2019,
succeeding Ed Wiltse upon his
retirement.

Legal Administrative Assistants are
professionals who support paralegals
and lawyers in a legal environment.
They conduct legal research, draft
documents of various legal disciplines,
manage schedules, and ensure the
efficient and effective administration
of the office.

“Richard McLeon was hired based
on his experience and qualifications.
The board felt he would be a good
fit for Lane-Scott Electric,” said
Richard Jennison, Lane-Scott board
president.
McLeon has been part of the electric cooperative community
for more than 25 years and has extensive experience in the
operations, financial, and general management of distribution,
transmission and generation cooperative utilities. He comes
to Dighton from Henderson, TX, where he served as general
manager/CEO of Rusk County Electric Cooperative.
“My family and I are very excited about the opportunity to serve the
members of Lane-Scott Electric Cooperative and to continue the
LSEC tradition of stewardship and community service,” McLeon
said. “I am grateful to the board of trustees for the opportunity to
become a part of the LSEC family.”

Our Mission: To provide reliable, long-term power supply and transmission
services to our member-owners and the people they serve at the lowest
possible cost consistent with sound business and cooperative principles.

Corporate
Paralegal

A corporate paralegal will assist a
corporation’s legal department in
many facets of corporate law—from
paperwork to court proceedings.
Much of the paralegals time will be
spent conducting routine tasks, such
as updating company files, preparing
legal contracts, reviewing documents,
and giving legal assistance.
“ I like that I am always learning
something new. Being a corporate
paralegal gives me the opportunity to
work with and learn from employees
across the organization.”

- Monica Seib,
Senior Corporate Paralegal
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“Education, training and information” one of seven cooperative principles
Sunflower’s Members, along with electric cooperatives across the nation, are making
a difference in what tomorrow’s future co-op consumer-members know about energy.
All of Sunflower’s Members offer educational opportunities that include familyfriendly annual meetings, scholarships, safety demonstrations, educational programs,
community engagement events at county fairs, and festivals. By understanding how

energy works and utilizing the educational resources electric co-ops provide, the next
generation will help solve the energy challenges of tomorrow.
Below are examples of unique educational opportunities that are offered by each
Sunflower member:

Lane-Scott
• Dighton Electrathon team
sponsor: an opportunity
for students interested in
engineering, mechanics and
automotive careers to learn new
skills.

Pioneer

Solar energy to become part of generation resource mix

Celebrating advancements

• Safety Fest: a safety-themed
community fair held each
October in conjunction with
Cooperative Month in Ulysses,
Kan.

Wheatland Co-op demonstration saves lives

Prairie Land

• Poster contest: for third graders
within the service territory.
Contest promotes awareness
for electrical safety at home or
school.

Last November, Adam Howell, 19-year-old resident of Syracuse, was trying to
finish what had been a long, drawn-out milo harvest due to the weather. With
the combine getting close to a full load, Adam extended the auger before he
turned around at the end of the field to make his way back to the semi-truck.
With a flash, the auger struck a power pole, breaking it in half and dropping the
three phase lines onto his combine.
Fortunately, Adam remembered the hot line demonstration Wheatland’s
Manager of Safety and Compliance, Quinton Wheeler, had performed at
Syracuse High School.
“Initially I started to panic when I saw the lines had fallen on the combine, but
I remembered what they showed us when they came to our school,” Adam
calmed down and stayed in the cab of his combine, while his father, Bill
Howell, called the Wheatland Electric office for help.
Adam would have been safe waiting in the cab until crews could cut the power.
Unfortunately, when the lines came down, the center phase line had burned
apart, and one end landed on the header starting a fire in the field below him.
Adam was forced to make the decision to get out of the combine and clear the
area. He climbed down to the bottom step of the ladder and jumped with both
feet at the same time to prevent becoming the grounding source for the live
power lines. Once he was on the ground, he bunny hopped away, like he was
taught by Wheatland staff and then instructed his passenger to do the same.
After hopping 20 feet away from the power lines, both were out of the danger
zone.
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